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Starting Out with PythonAddison Wesley, 2008

	In Starting Out with PythonTM, Tony Gaddis’ evenly paced, accessible coverage introduces students to the basics of programming and prepares them to transition into more complicated languages. Python, an easy-to-learn and increasingly popular object-oriented language, allows readers to become comfortable with the...
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Essentials of Computer ArchitectureCRC Press, 2017

	This easy to read textbook provides an introduction to computer architecture, while focusing on the essential aspects of hardware that programmers need to know. The topics are explained from a programmer’s point of view, and the text emphasizes consequences for programmers. Divided in five parts, the book covers the basics of digital...
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Science Of StorytellingCollins, 2020

	If you want to write a novel or a script, read this book Sunday TimesThe best book on the craft of storytelling Ive ever read Matt HaigRarely has a book engrossed me more, and forced me to question everything Ive ever read, seen or written. A masterpiece Adam RutherfordWho would we be without storiesStories mould who we are, from our character...
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Visual Basic .NET Power ToolsSybex, 2003
We can ask heretical questions such as why OOP should be used in all  programming situations as many of its proponents insist. We can question the  wisdom of allowing C programmers to write the narratives and code examples for  the Help system in VB.NET. We can wonder why structures are included in VB.NET  if OOP experts insist that you should...
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Windows Server 2003 Security CookbookO'Reilly, 2005
In the last few years, security has become a hot-button issue for IT organizations of all sizes.  Accordingly, many of the security features that were either optional or suspect in Windows 2000 have become solid, effective fixtures in Windows Server 2003-making it the most secure operating system Microsoft has ever produced.  That is, if you know...
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The Fabulous Fibonacci NumbersPrometheus Books, 2007
"...delightful...accessible to anyone who enjoys or enjoyed high school mathematics. Mathematics teachers from middle school through college will find this book fun to read and useful in the classroom. The authors consider more properties, relationships, and applications of the Fibonacci numbers than most other sources do...I enjoyed reading...
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Frommer's Europe (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2008

	America’s #1 bestselling travel series


	Written by more than 175 outspoken travelers around the globe, Frommer’s Complete Guides help travelers experience places the way locals do.

	
		More annually updated guides than any other series
	
		16-page color section and foldout map in all...
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The New Commodity Trading Guide: Breakthrough Strategies for Capturing Market ProfitsFT Press, 2009

	“I’ve been trading stocks and commodities for more than 30 years, and I’ve read any number of how-to books, but George Kleinman’s The New Commodity Trading Guide is as clear, precise, and useful as any book I’ve come across during my career. I cannot recommend it strongly enough, if...
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pfSense 2 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	pfSense is an open source distribution of FreeBSD-based firewall which provides a platform for flexible and powerful routing and firewalling. The versatility of pfSense presents us with a wide array of configuration options which, compared to other offerings, makes determining requirements a little more difficult and a lot more important....
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Smashing WordPress Themes: Making WordPress Beautiful (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Smashing WordPress Themes is all about making your WordPress site look beautiful. But, the beautiful part is a very personal thing, because we all have different preferences. So in essence, my book isn’t on Web design, but rather about giving you, dear reader, the tools to build the kind of site that you want to create, using WordPress...
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Develop Your Leadership Skills (Sunday Times Creating Success)Kogan Page, 2012

	Leadership skills have now been universally recognised as

	a key ingredient – some would say the key ingredient – in

	management. A good manager is now by definition a leader.

	Equally, a good leader will also be a manager.





	But how do you become such a leader? Is it possible to

	develop your own...
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Frommer's Montreal & Quebec City 2009 (Frommer's Complete Guides)Frommers, 2008

	America’s #1 bestselling travel series


	Written by more than 175 outspoken travelers around the globe, Frommer’s Complete Guides help travelers experience places the way locals do.


	• More annually updated guides than any other series


	• 16-page color section and foldout map in all...
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